Interact With Your Drivers
Garmin and Astus are combined for unparalleled efficiency.
By uniting the features of a GPS navigation screen with the tools provided by the Astus Tag solution, we’ve taken
GPS to a whole new level!
With the Astus Garmin combination you’ll be able to communicate with your drivers in real time, while assigning them
tasks. By sending the destination address from Astus software, the itinerary will be automatically calculated when
received by the Garmin device.
Follow your employees’ routes, log in fuel consumption, and plan their itineraries with accurate ETA. Take advantage
of the savings in precious cellular talking time, all the while reducing possible misunderstandings due to the lack of
communications traceability.

GPS Navigation Screen

Astus Garmin

Features
In addition to basic GPS features (address search, turn-by-turn navigation) we’ve incorporated new functions that will
benefit any fleet of vehicles:
� Two-way messaging between vehicle and Astus 2012 in predefined or free text format, and in urgent or regular
format
� Itinerary and task dispatching
� Real-time route tracking in Astus 2012 software
� Driver identification and status notification
� Estimated time of arrival taking traffic conditions into consideration

Astus Garmin menus on the navigation screen

Messaging service in Astus software
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Technical specifications
Compatibility
The Astus Tag module is compatible with Garmin navigation screens that support FMI protocol v2.6 or more, such as the
following devices:

5-inch large screen
Free lifetime maps
Clearly spoken directions
Route planning
Traffic information
Voice-activated navigation
Hands-free Bluetooth

Nüvi® 2595LMT
(recommended)

Dezl® 560LMT
(for trucking)
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External video input for
backup cameras (option)
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Calculate routes based on road
restrictions (for trucking)
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Record fuel consumption
(file on Garmin device only)
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For compatibility with other Garmin products, please communicate with our head office.

Required Astus Accessories
� The setup won’t work without one of these elements:
interconnection cable, Astus Tag and Astus 2012 firmware.
� Other accessories are available on demand: rotating
dashboard mount, power cable, etc.
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